
Making Marks
There are a number of ways to make marks on the page with Illustrator. Here are some of the basics.

Shapes
Rectangles, ellipses, stars...
Shift - Squares and circles
Space - Reposition
Alt - Draw from center

Lines
Lines, arcs, spirals...
Shirt - Constrain angle
Space - Repostion
Alt - Draw from center

The arcs are weird.

Paintbrush
Freehand strokes converted to 
vectors.

Blob Brush
Builds up a closed vector shape 
from your freehand strokes.

Pen
Draw anything with craft and 
precision. Directly place and 
control the Bezier Curves that are 
Illustrator’s backbone.

Frustrating for the beginner.



Changing Marks
In Illustrator an object of artwork has:

 - Stroke: The color of the edges

 - Fill: The color of the area between the edges.

The colors are indicated as below. Click on one to make it show in front to change it.

Which means an object with blue fill 
and orange stroke. Maybe like so...

Fill

Stroke

Use the Stroke Palette to change the 
width of the stroke.

Illustrator has a special look for “no 
color”. It is a white rectangle with a 
red line through it. Use it when you 
want no fill or no stroke.

Fill and Stroke don’t have to be boring 
solid colors.

Look to the Swatches Patlette for the 
gradients and patterns and the 
Brushes Palette for expressive strokes.

Use the Appearance Palette to layer 
multiple Fills and Strokes on one 
object.



Click and drag, then click 
again on the same point. 
(Or Click then Click-Drag)

Click, drag then hold alt 
to make corner handles

Click and drag,Click



Just click to start.

Click once.
Click on the same point
and drag out a handle.

Click once.
Click on the same point
     and drag out a handle.

Click once.
Click on the same point
      and drag out a handle.

Click and
to the right to
make the first half
of the handle, now
keep the mouse button
held down and press the
Alt key on the keyboard, keep
it held down and move the
mouse down and to the
left to make the second half
of the handle.

This time, click and drag first
to make the handle. Then just

      click the same point again.
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Clipping Mask
First, use the Direct Selection tool to delete the ends of the waterway.

Then use the pen to make larger border areas above and below that encompass the land. Make sure you 
click on existin anchors to make single objects.

We’re going to clip some artwork to the land. Since the land is in multiple parts we need to combine it first. 
Select all the land parts. Click one and hold shift to add the next and the next... However many parts you 
drew. Now Object: Compound Path: Make.

OK, now that that’s taken care of, draw your art. I’m doing circles for travel radius.

There’s one trick to making this work. The clipping path artwork has to be above the clipped artwork. You can 
select the art and hit ctrl-shift-] to bring it to the top, or find it in the Layers Palette and move it up manually.

Select all your art (the circles and the land boundary). Object: Clipping Mask: Make.

When you make a mask, Illustrator makes the clipping path itself invisible. You can select it in the Layers 
Palette and assign it an appearance.

If you need to change the clipped art, you can use the Direct Select tool; double click on it to enter isolation 
mode; or select the art in the Layers Palette. When I tried that just now, the clipping path kept getting in the 
way so I went to the Layers Palette and locked it. That solved the problem.

Now that the Clipping Mask is made, you can move art in and out of it if you need. Anything inside the Clip 
Group on the Layers Palette will be clipped.



Draw a shape.  Select it.  Brushes: New Brush: Art Brush.  Colorization: Tints.

Same as above, but on the Art Brush Options dialog use stretch between guides. Place the guides where 
the dashed blue lines are here. This prevents the ends from being distorted (see gray ghost). This is great 
when the built-in arrowheads just won’t do.

Make some art.  Select it.  Brushes: New Brush:  Scatter Brush. This one has random scale between 25% and 
66%; random scatter between -45% and 45%; fixed spacing at 21% to make up for the reduced scale; 
random rotation between -180° and 180°; and color by hue shift.

Make some art.  Drag it to the Swatches Palette. Brushs: New Brush: Pattern Brush. A list of available pattern 
swatches shows up on the dialog. Select the correct one. Your pattern probably won’t work right from the 
start. Say OK. Double click on the swatch to bring up the Pattern Editor. Use the button in the upper left, 
Pattern Tile Tool. Resize the box so your overlap is good. Probably need to make it taller and narrower. Click 
“Done” way up the top of the screen. Double click on the brush definition and reload the pattern.

This is a very brief introduction to brush making. But it should help you get started.



Making Patterns
Patterns are artwork that is repeated and can be used in place of a solid color. They’re pretty easy.

Make some art.

Select it all and Drag and Drop it to the Swatches Palette.

Now quick before you do anything else... deselect the art. Promise it isn’t selected? Nothing is selected? OK 
then...

You’ve made a pattern. Now make a rectangle or something and apply the pattern as fill.

Not very satisfying. We’ve got a spacing issue.

Double Click on the Pattern Swatch and the Pattern Editor Palette opens up. This will save the day.

When you’re done, look to the upper left of the application 
and tell it that you are Done.

If a pattern has areas without art, whatever is below will 
show through, even if you stack fills in the Appearance 
Palette.

Look here to change the way your pattern tiles. There are 
options for regular grid, running bond, honeycomb...

Use this button to adjust the size of the tile and allow for 
overlap if need be.



Gradients
Gradients are another way things can look ;-). A gradient is a smooth blend of colors and can be applied 
to Fills and Strokes.

Applied to a stroke, a gradient can be relative to the bounding box, along the stroke, or across the stroke.

Gradients can different kinds, they can be at odd angles, the can have many color anchors across them; 
they can have all sorts of pretty colors, but they don’t appear to be able to have patterns as anchors.

They can even have transparent anchors.

Which can be a fabulous boon for bubble fanciers.



It sounds simple, just click on the gradient tool and apply it to an object. Except for me this doesn’t work 
that well. Every now and then it does. Maybe if we read the documentation we’d understand why.

For me, rather than getting the planets aligned, I just select my object, specify whether I want to set the Fill 
or Stroke then click on any gradient swatch in the Swatches Palette. Then I use the Gradient Tool to careful-
ly drag out where I want the end points and the angle. If you do this and you don’t quite like the results, 
you can adjust the gradient right there on the object with the Gradient Tool active. It looks like this...

When the color selector is set to the part of the object (Fill or Stroke) that has the gradient on it, when you 
hover over the gradient tool on the object, it expands to show the gradient editing controls. These are 
duplicated on the Gradient Palette and work as follows:

Making Gradients

Click and drag sideways to reposition color anchor

Click and drag sideways to reposition peak.

Click and drag away from gradient to delete.

Click in empty space to create new color anchor.

Click and drag to resize gradient.
Click near and drag to rotate gradient.Click and drag to reposition gradient.

Double click to change color and opacity.



Select the Blend Tool. Click on two or more pieces of art.

Blends

Select the Blend Tool. Click on two or more pieces of art.

You can use normal editing tools (direct select, anchor conversion, etc.) to change an esisting blend and 
the shapes that make it up. Use Object: Blend: Blend Options to change the quality of the blend.



Mesh Tool
Meshes are gradients turned to 11. A gradient is essentially one dimensional where a mesh is fully 2d. Meshes work 
by dividing a shape into a grid of anchor points; each anchor has a color and bezier handles to adjust the color 
flow.

Now chose the Direct Select tool (white arrow) and select the anchor point. Change its color.

You’ll get lines and an anchor point with handles.
Now chose the Direct Select tool (white arrow) and select the anchor point. Change its color. Make sure have 
the Fill color picker in front.

You can select more than one anchor (drag window and/or hold shift) and change their colors all at the same 
time.
You can use the mesh tool to add more lines and points. You can move the points and adjust the handles to fine 
tune the effect. You can even move whole interior squares by clicking and dragging. This can be inconvenient.
I don’t have a good “this is how we can use Mesh Tool at the BAC example. But I blame me for that rather than 
the tool.


